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### CSS Dovetails

- **Dovetail Utility Base**
  - DUB-1, K2.0039861
- **Balance Utility Dovetail**
  - BUD-2, K2.0040036
- **SAM-1 Stabilizer Adapter Mount**
  - for ALEXA Mini, K2.0014480
- **SAM-2 Stabilizer Adapter Mount**
  - for ALEXA, K2.0014481
- **SAM-3 Stabilizer Adapter Mount**
  - for AMIRA, K2.0014482
- **Stabilizer Adapter Mount SAM-Zero**
  - for AMIRA, K2.0014483
- **Stabilizer Plate for CBP**
  - 355mm/14in, K2.0039803
  - 450mm/18in, K2.0038536
- **Long Stabilizer Mount**
  - 15mm Mini/Mini LF, K2.0038971
  - 19mm Mini/Mini LF, K2.0038972
- **Stabilizer System Bracket SSB-1**
  - for TRINITY, MAXIMA, SAM plates, K2.0039596
- **Stabilizer System Bracket SSB-2**
  - 15mm, K2.0038537
  - 18mm, K2.0038538

### artemis Arm Sets and Vest

- **artemis Arm Sets and Vest**
  - \[artemis Spring Arm Carbon / 19 kg Pro Set\]
  - Consists of:
    - 6 mm Hex Key 1/4''
    - 4 mm Hex Key / 5/32''
    - Arm Soft Bag
  - KK.0020296

### CSS Controller Sets

- **DRW-1 Digital Remote Wheels**
  - Set, Two Wheels Set, K2.0012112
  - Third Wheel Set, K2.0012113

### CSS Radio Sets

- **TRINITY RF-2400 Radio Set**
  - K2.0044373
- **ERM-2400 2.4 GHz RXD-TXD Pro Set**
  - SRH, KK.0040049

### CSS Grip

- **CSS Top Point Kit**
  - K2.0020638
- **MSP-1, Multi Support Plate**
  - for TRINITY, K2.0015385
- **CSS Euro Mount**
  - K2.0010426
- **CSS Mitchell Mount**
  - K2.0010427
- **C-Stand Turtle Base**
  - K2.0010433

### CSS Protection

- **artemis Vest**
  - K2.0010333
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